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In the paint making process, there are several elements that both critical, and there is
not a test method that is available at scale to (Anderson 1991) verify that a particular
colloidal suspension is in the specification required. While expensive laboratory equipment
is available, this is not as common in the domestic coatings industry outside of Research
labs. Using audio capture techniques (1995 IEEE Workshop on Applications of Signal
Processing to Audio and Acoustics 1995)to help automate existing practices can assist
complementary control and testing techniques. An end-user could them extend on this
type of arrangement could be integrated into existing control systems for a modest cost.
0.2 Background
Labour hours and electricity savings are key drivers. A typical process takes around
1hour of energy inputs greater than 50kW. Suppose the process does not go to plan.
In that case, there is additional input energy required, which not only changes the cost
of the process but also changes the surface energy of the product, which then interferes
with the final specifications. Products outside of specifications need to have adjustments
performed with expensive raw materials and additional labour and electricity inputs
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In assessing the problem is was necessary to introduce methods to record all the critical
parameters of the dispersion process that were under investigation. Investigations in-
cluded the introduction of height measurement, video recording of the batch in question,
audio recording and setting up equipment to record electrical and energy parameters in-
volved in the process. Figure 1 shown an example unit. Key Outcomes Key outcomes
were around the collection of data that was able to show in part that there was a relation-
ship between the sound of a dispersion process. The shape of the vortex and the height
of the blade all point towards a more structured relationship.
0.4 Further Work
Further work on this topic is the marrying up the collected vision from the camera col-
lection equipment to the higher quality audio signals that were employed to determine
if there are any relationships between the particular shape of the vortex and the specific
sound output. While several results of this nature can be shown anecdotally there is
limited hard data further works are needed. The focus of these further work would be to
investigate the possibility that a mathematic relationship exists between the two features.
0.5 Conclusions
Using sound as a measurement parameter and collecting a recording of a colloidal disper-
sion process in the preparation of a paint making precursor is a partly accurate prediction
of the ability of a sample from that batch to be considered “right first time”. The result
of this should be a decrease in the additional energy requirements of lab work to resolve
and bring back into specification
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The industrial coatings business is one that stretches across many countries and cultures,
and slight regional preferences end up dictating to manufacturers how a product should
be made in the market in which it is for sale. It is difficult for manufactures to achieve
success outside of their domain of influence. With that in mind, all manufacturers follow
a similar process with similar aims and goals. As a basis for this work is the fundamental
question of improving the efficiency of a process that is common to all. How can we,
through automation and sensing, improve the quality and efficiency of the dispersion
stage of paint making? Is there a way in which we can get replicate the audio response
that is currently noticed by an operator in the control system and drive an output based
on that?
To do this, there is a requirement first to collect some data and see if there is any items
that warrant further investigation. As much of the process in manual, there falls a need
to integrate some of the existing items into the automation to enable data collection.
1.1 Overview of the Dissertation 2
1.1 Overview of the Dissertation
This dissertation has been organised in the following way:
Chapter 2 a review of related literature
Chapter 3 discusses the development selection of the equipment and the methodology
behind the selection of equipment used in the experimental program
Chapter 4 discusses the experimental program and the data collection
Chapter 5 presents some analysis of the collected data





2.2 Colloids and Dispersions
2.2.1 Colloidal Phenomena
This branch of materials science is focused on the behaviour of small particles – especially
those in a suspension. Much of the interest in the area was interrupted by the second
world war. However, since the 1960’s there has been a renewed interest in the field as the
technology to view ever-smaller interactions between particles and molecules has become
more accessible (Russel, Russel, Saville & Schowalter 1991) they showed in their work
that there is a theory based in quantitative measurement that can lead to first principle
measurements that can also be extended to an intuitive feeling of what is needed in order
to isolate specific or essential features in an application.
These relevant methods include studies in the fields of
 Brownian motion
 Electrostatic repulsion, both of attraction and repulsion








 Non-Newtonian shear fields
In describing the phenomena of colloidal particles, Russel highlights several items of
interest such as the interaction of the Brownian motion, the erratic, random movement
of particles in a fluid (of Encyclopaedia Britannica 2017) and how that interacts with
the dispersive forces of London- van der Waals attraction and the relative lifetimes of
particle system under these forces. Depending on the final rheology that is required of
a paint product these ordered structures pose a critical point of understanding in the
process that is being considered as the end product may be designed to display shear
thinning for example for a paint that it designed to emulate a high flow solvent-based
paint – such as an interior gloss. Also, final application dependant is the necessity or
the lack of necessity to bind with other particles to create a steric, or a slowing effect
to create a different osmotic pressure difference between the particles and thus order the
particles. Paint being an advanced Colloidal system displays complex rheology with an
element of Eleatic recovery being essential to the formation of a quality coating. The
macromolecules make this polymer solution extremely elastic (Russel et al. 1991)
2.3 Review of Sensing methods
2.3.1 electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMATs)
In this topic, there is a discussion on the use and advantages that Electromagnetic trans-
ducers may have of piezoelectric transducers. A principal application for this sort of
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technology is its use in non-destructive testing where these principles can be used in ap-
plication like checking the thickness of a coating or a piece of sample stock both in low
and high-temperature environments. It can be used to measure and determine textures
and also is frequently used to check and to inspect metals. Hirao and Ogi (Hirao &
Ogi 2016) mention three forces that need to be considered when discussing this form of
measurement sensor technology.
 Lorentz force – Electrical conductors (i.e. Aluminium, Titanium)
 Magnetisation force – Magnetic samples (Mild Steel, Nickel)
 Magnetostrictive forces – Magnetic sample in high temperature that has developed
Magnetite or in some Duplex or Stainless steel
In using this sort of technology in a non-destructive way, it is possible that this could
be used in the detection of particle size in millbase application. As EMATs typically
only work on some types of magnetic samples, it may not be appropriate for all types
of sampling in the paint industry, although there are magnetic particles used in the
production. There is also an element of inefficiency that would also need to be considered
2.3.2 Piezoelectric Electroacoustic methods
Piezoelectric is a field where an electrical charge is generated due to pressure. In the
1880s the Currie brother was able to demonstrate that there was the possibility to build
an electric charge where a range of materials was subjected to mechanical force. The
first practical application of this discovery was the development of sonar for military
purposes in the first world war. Langevin (Katzir 2012) was able to construct a system
to detect enemy naval vessels above and below the water. Leading on from this was the
further application in the 1920s of the electrical oscillator by Cady (Nature 1937) from
the Wesleyan University who with a crystal between two steel plates was able to set in
motion a range of research into oscillators that have continued to this day.
Many instruments, in fact, almost all instruments that have application in the industry
have direct or indirect piezoelectric sensors or actuators in their sensory mechanism or
in the intelligence portion of the sensor. Speaker, microphones viscosity measured are all
examples of piezoelectric forces As this work is to be looking at the collection of sound
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to help determine the physical performance of a system, this method of sensing will be
particularly relevant. For the application of Acoustics, there is the need to measure the
propagation of sound waves inside some medium. This medium could be a liquid, gas or




Depending on the application there are several acoustical classifications that can be in
play although there are also applications that could fall outside of these bounds that we
cannot detect yet
 Infrasound: f <= 16Hz
 Audible Sound: 16kHz < f <= 20kHz
 Ultrasound: 20kHz < f <= 1GHz
 Hyper sound f > 1GHz
There are similar average sound pressures that can be detected as level pressures such are
the threshold of hearing which is around 20−6Pa or the noise of a jackhammer at 50Pa
(Rupitsch 2019). In terms of the experiment, it is likely that the technology that will be
used in the sensing of the elements that we wish to gather will be an ultrasonic transducer
where there will be an efficient conversion of the possible sound waves generated by the
focus point and that these ultrasonic waves in the audible sound spectrum will be able to
inform on if the process is working correctly.
Figure 2.1: Transducer and target (Rupitsch 2019)
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Elements such as diffraction as the medium is not a lossless fluid will need to be considered
when using a piezoelectric device. Introducing more advanced elemental structure above
a single element transducer is covered in a discussion on match filter arrays where there
is an array of transducers that is a combination of several single-element transducers into
a transducer array.
Figure 2.2: Transducer Array (Rupitsch 2019)
This gives the electrical ability to guide or steer the focal point based on the requirement
that may be more demanding than beam steering if a focal point is essential.
2.4 Review of Phenomena
2.4.1 van der Waals forces
Intermolecular forces are attractive forces between molecules. These are different from in-
termolecular forces that hold everything together – these are specifically between molecules
There are three types of forces
 Dipole-dipole forces
– Act between polar molecules and are either positive or negative on each end.
There are attracted to similar charges.
 Ion-Dipole Forces
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– Forces that operate between an ion and a dipole. The Ion has a positive or
negative charge, and that is attracted to the dipole of a molecule
– The strength of the interaction is dependant often on the size
 London dispersion forces
– Attractive forces that arise when temporary dipoles are induced in atoms or
molecules. If there is a polar molecule in proximity to an atom or molecule,
then that can be induced to become a dipole
These are usually attractive and are the cause of instability and the, usually, repulsive
forces due to electrical charges on the particles (Kontogeorgis & Soren 2016)





Where β11 is the London dispersion constant, a further derivation of this equation by
Tharwat shows an additional consideration of the colloidal particles when they are either





Where A11(2) is the Hamaker constant in two different mediums
Figure 2.3: Two Particles in a Medium from Fig 4.7 (Tadros 2011)
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2.4.2 Electrical double layer
Most particles in a solution have a charge on the particle layer – it could be positive
or negative. It will attract a stern layer of the opposite charge around that particle
which becomes a sphere of solute. As a solute, this then attracts a layer of the opposite
changes, and this layering keeps being created as ion solute particles which are holding
onto water and charged to a level. A particle is moving through a solution would have
a sphere of water enveloping it, and that would be a barrier to interacting with other
particles directly. There is a point where the water is held very close, and this is the
Guay-Chapman layer is located. This is also where the zeta potential is measured as the
forces move away. This is the point of where the potential is zero then there is no longer
have a charge and this the where the zeta potential is measured from, where the shear
plain breaks away. The larger the zeta potential, the thicker the layer and the harder the
particles is to come together. The smaller the potential, the thinner the layer and the
more likely it is for the particles to come together.
 1st layer is the stern layer
 2nd layer is the Guay-Chapman layer
 3rd layer is the Zeta potential layer – defined by the edge of the solvent bubble
 Hight zeta potentials produce a stable colloid
 Low zeta potentials have a mutual attraction
2.4.3 Zeta potential
Zeta potential measurement is a technique for determining the surface charge of nanopar-
ticles in a colloidal solution. Nanoparticles have a charge on the surface that attracts a
thin layer of counter ions to the nanoparticle surface (Kumar & Dixit 2017). The zeta po-
tential is the charge at the edge of the double layer, which is the layer of charged particles
that has adhered to the outer shell of the stern layer.
In general, zeta potentials with excellent stability at values above±60mV. On the converse
side, if the colloid has a zeta potential inside of the ±10mV range there is a risk of rapid
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coagulation, and if that is not the desired result then they need to be protected sterically,
a chemical method of slowing down intermolecular reactions
The zeta potential results are highly dependent on the solvent and the pH. The presence
of salts in the solution will serve to compress the double layer and leaves the particles
vulnerable to agglomeration or rapid coming together.
2.4.4 DLVO theory
The well-known DLVO theory was established by Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Over-
beek in the 1940s (Derjaguin and Landau 1941, Verwey and Overbeek 1948). DVLO
theroy describes the case where van der Waals forces are present in combination with
electrostatic double-layer forces. The theory is based on the assumption that the elec-
trostatic double-layer forces and the van der Waals forces are independent and therefore
can be superimposed or added at each interacting distance for two particles (Birdi 2009).
This theory is used to explain the coagulation and stabilisation of colloids. We can use it
to identify primary and secondary minimums in the colloid. When we have two particles,
as they get closer and closer together, they display both forces of attraction and forces of
repulsion. The summation of these forces, the net of the forces, once beyond a point the
attraction force eventually takes over and then the colloid will become unstable, and it
will irreversibly coagulate. O theory is a theory of colloidal dispersion stability in which
zeta potential is used to explain that as two particles approach one another their ionic
atmospheres begin to overlap and a repulsion force is developed (Gooch 2007)
2.5 Measurement techniques in Colloids
In this work, Abe (Abe 2019) expresses techniques that deal with the physio-chemical
boundaries of measurements within a Colloid system dealing with many of the measure-
ment techniques that are involved in the direct measurements of the particles and the
forces involved in colloid measurement science
 Interfaces
 Surfactants
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 Static Light scattering





 Contact angle measurement
 Water quality and treatment
In this exhaustive work, many of the principle and practices that are currently in use
are laid out with an introduction into their usefulness and how they may be able to
gain measurement. An example of one of the testing methods is found in chapter 15.
Here Abe describes that the zeta potential is applicable in some situations but not all
and there should be a charged particle in an aqueous solution -these are conditions that
the paint industry finds when creating a millbase. In measuring the zeta potential, Abe
notes that the zeta potential is useful for determining the dispersibility of particles and
outlines a test method using commercial equipment in order to take this measurement
that uses the principle of electrophoretic light scattering. This piece of equipment uses
several techniques such as Fast Fourier transforms, and piezoelectric oscillation described
above in order to determine this result.
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Figure 2.4: Zeta Potential measurement technique
2.5.1 Audio Capture
Parallel Processing of Matched Filter Array for Sound Capture
In the IEEE published paper (Ea-Ee Jan & Flanagan 1995) there is a discussion on the
ability to combine batched filtering of a sensor array to provide a method that is analogous
to traditional beamforming to improve the quality of sound capture. In this published
work, Jan and Flanagan show a way to implement a matched filter array that can have
a response that can be calculated from the desired geometry. Using an N sensor array,
the focal point of the sound was shown to have a signal to noise ratio where interfering
noise can be cancelled out. They demonstrate a 19dB change when compared with a
traditional single microphone. A typical delay and sum beamform would show a signal to
noise ratio of around -3.0dB, which is still much lower than the results that they claim.
In their experiments, they ran experiments on using Gaussian white noise in from of the
target devices. They set up so that there was directional spatial selectivity in which they
could compare their results to those of beamformers. The consequence of this was that
they were able to pass over the gaussian noise with their technique and concentrate the
capture on the signals of focus. Using results and word previously done on beamforming
published earlier by Sydow (Sydow 1994) the team was able to show improvements in the
selectivity of the MFA approach over beamforming and that they found that in particular
environments that there was a significant improvement in the selectivity of focus sounds.
By being able to manipulate the results of the fast Fourier transform in the complex
two-channel domain, the inverse could be calculated to use further in the calculation.
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2.5.2 Signal Processing
Signal Processing, in its many forms, is a widely used idea that covers nearly all areas of
our lives and few people know that it is there and what is happening in the background
A signal describes how some physical quantity varies over time, and possibly over other
dimensions as well such a how a measurable physical phenomenon varies in space. Vari-
ability of a real-life environment is a key point because it leads to the point that the signal
should generally be measurable. An example of a physical/Time relationship could be a
measurement of a tide height concerning time. An example of a physical/space measure-
ment could be an image where each element in that image represents a colour concerning
space that shows the frequency of light at that point Examples could be pressure, radio or
electromagnetic waves, a video with varying space and time element, electro bio measure
like an electrocardiogram – there are many and various types Processing these signals
has an underlying requirement to changes these characteristics in some way to extract
relevant information. Not all signals are represented, and some need further processing
for the information they used to be further processed. Typically, this signal processing is
performed in several different ways
 By a computer of some type
 By some special purpose integrated circuits
 By some special purpose analogue electrical circuits.
Many fields rely on signal processing inside of their applications.
Discrete Fourier Transform
The discrete Fourier transform is a methodology and algorithm that can be used to convert
data from one domain into another (Smith 1995). In the case of the DFT, this is from
the time domain into the frequency domain. The Discrete aspect is that this sampling of
the data is done at distinct points rather than being continuous. This work was initially
pioneered in the field of heat transfer by BJ Fourier (Oppenheim & Schafer 1975) at
the beginning of the 1800s and the application of this work has proved to be extremely
useful across many other disciplines. The uniqueness of this work was the realisation that
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there are some many signals, both created by humans and naturally occurring that can
be expressed as the sum of sine waves. Rather than having to calculate across the entire
time domain, it was possible to transform this information into the frequency domain –
the application of this work. Commonly this is used to do frequency analyses to help
















Smith notes 4 strengths of DTF
 Periodic signals where the data cycles through N data points as a whole number
 Real or Complex input Data where you can receive both amplitude and phase
information in a signal
 Set of data where there is a computation that needs to be performed for multiple
sets of data. The overlap between the signals is the slight difference between this
and periodic signals
 Coherent integration gain. This is where there are signals in the frequency compo-
nents go no higher than the sampling rate.
The 5 weaknesses noted by smith are:
 The N−1 nature of the computation means that there is a high computational load
 Noise loss where rounding errors reduce the accuracy
 with the signals. Weighting functions are used to control this, but the overall falloff
can be very slow in terms of the frequency, and this may lead to being detected as
a signal where none exists.
 Frequency straddle loss is particularly noticeable where the signal is in the middle
of any narrowband filtering, and the signal will have some parts split across both
filters
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 Transient signals are the random non-periodic signals which DFT is not the ideal
way to analyse this sort of data
Fast Fourier Transform
Unlike the Discreet Fourier transform the Fast Fourier transform describes a group of algo-
rithms that have the goal of speeding up the time that it takes to do all the computations
that are required it computing the discrete Fourier series of a group of measurements. The
main idea is that there are ways to remove redundant computations without changing the
overall result (Smith 1995). The computation loading of the FFT for an N point sample
size is
Nlog2N (2.5)
A weakness of using the FFT group of algorithms is that where there are transient signals,
there needs to be a cleaning of the data in the first instance. This inherently reduces some
of the redundancy that is built into the structure of the discrete series equations. This does
not necessarily bring in any issues of its own. However, to further reduce the inheritance
of the discrete sequences, there also needs to be an inclusion of some method of weighting
functions as more critical.
2.6 High Speed Dispersion
High-speed dispersion is the principal means of production in the manufacture of emulsion
paints. A High-Speed disperser (HSD) consists of a container with a smooth internal wall
and a disc that is secured at the end of a stirrer which rotates at high-speed (Dörr &
Holzinger 1990). There are an essential series of parameters which form the most basic
of high-speed dispersion design. At its core, high-speed dispersion could be described as.
”The distribution and concentration of particulates suspended in a liquid in which these
remain homogenous with progressively decreasing volumes insofar as the number of solid
particles per unit liquid volume is statistically representative” (Conley 1996)
or in more simple term
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”The ultimate state of homogenous suspension of one phase within another” (Conley 1996)
Conley also states that the general form of the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation
∆G = ∆H − T∆S (2.6)
Here ∆G is the system free energy, ∆H is the enthalpy, T the temperature and ∆S is the





High-speed dispersion is only one of several different methods of dispersion but one of
the most common in the latex paint industry in Australia. There are six main classes of
dispersion technology mentioned by Conley
1. Impeller miller (agitators and blenders)
2. Ball mills (including pebble mills)
3. Stirred media mills (sand mills)
4. Vibratory mills
5. Multiple roll mills
6. Ultrasonic Dispersers
Each type of mill has a specific purpose as Conley shows
In single-bladed agitators, there are cortices created as the rotational energy forces par-
ticles to the wall of a vessel. Almost all of the energy transfer from the drive mechanism
happens close to the blade, and the efficiency of this transfer is the principle purpose of
blade designs that have been developed. The general practice of blades that are designed
for this purpose is to minimise any inefficiency in this energy transfer.
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Figure 2.5: Energy Diagram for Dispersion mills Figure 8.1 from (Conley 1996)
Figure 2.6: Geometry and flow pattern for for dispersion with high speed disperser from
Figure 8.4 (Conley 1996)
This is achieved with a special toothed rim that can vary with the applications. It is
not critical that this design be toothed and there are many examples of various blade
designs where there is no toothed design, but others are used when better suited to the
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application.
Figure 2.7: example of toothed ring for disperser
As this high-speed dispersion process happens, there is an area around the toothed rim
that depending on the speed of the disperser; there are areas of high and low sheer. As
the millbase goes through these areas of low and high pressure, it is subjected to either
positive or negative pressures which within turn either promote or destroy cavitation
bubbles. Cavitation bubbles are formed when there are small bubbles of either gas that
has been dissolved or vaporised water that is expelled from the surface of the particles. In
the case of a mill base, these bubbles were pockets of air that are attached to the surface
of the particles of the millbase, and as these are broken off the surface, then there is an
intense period of surface wetting.
Table 2.1: Description of critical disperser parameters described in 2.6
Parameters Description
d Diameter of the stirring disk
D Diameter of vessel
rpm Revolutions per minute of shaft
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One of the most critical parameters is that of the result of the shaft RPM, which is the
eventual tip speed of the toothed blade. As the diameter of the blade is to increase there is
a higher number of revolutions that need to be maintained in order to realise the optimal
tip speed
v =
π · d · n
6000
(2.8)
Depending on the area of use there are differences in the scaling between dispersion
hardware that is used in a laboratory High-speed disperser (2.8) and that of an High-
speed disperser that is used in production (2.9)
Figure 2.8: Laboratory High-speed Disperser
In order to scale batch from the laboratory into production is necessary to first take them
through an intermediate stage of a scaled disperser. This unit used in further sections for
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experimentation contains the same components and scaled design as the larger 10,000L
units while operating at only 100-200L
Figure 2.9: Production High-speed Disperser - Scaled to 200L
The ideal flow behaviour is for there to be a ”rolling doughnut” formed. This behaviour
is an indication that the maximum power is being transferred from the driving engine, in
this case, and electric motor and the millbase.
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Figure 2.10: Rolling Doughnut of an optimal dispersion
(VMA-getzmann 2015)
When this pattern is evident, the product is being accelerated outwards from the toothed
disc, and when it hits the sidewall, it is divided into two streams (2.6). One stream
goes downwards and one goes upwards until gravity forces it back over, and it comes in
contact with the disc again. Depending on the rheology of the millbase (how it flows in
a non-Newtonian manner) the shape and the hight of this are altered.
If the doughnut effect is not to occur, it can be that the viscosity is too low and the
optimal dispersion is no reached. Suppose the optimal characteristic is to be achieved,
with the highest wetting and the highest likelihood that all the agglomerates are to come
into contact with the blade. In that case, this shape is a critical factor. Depending on
the physical characteristics of the disperser, this typically will take around 10-20 mins.
During this process, the process of friction will often raise the temperature of the mill
base depending on the climatic conditions.
In the scale unit you can see a similar behaviour
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Figure 2.11: Scale unit vortex formation
At low viscosities, the shape is not as defined or pronounced as it is at higher viscosities.
The overall rheology profile of the product in question defines the overall shape and
relative wall strength of the vortex. In the formation of a colloid, this is important as
the rolling doughnut effect is the fastest way to raise the energy state of the dispersion
without chemical intervention. Eventually, the pH is modified to the final desired value
however this intervention is less desired as it alters the properties of all the other liquids
in the suspension as well as the final product
2.7 Vortex Modelling
Where there is a rotating liquid in a vessel that is unbaffled, there is a vortex formed
where the centrifugal forces act on this liquid. A simplified view of this (neglecting












Nagata in his work on mixing (Nagata 1975) there is the suggestion that the flow field can
be divided into several regions. An inner region (the region of the forced vortex) where
the principle motion exhibits a level of rigidity in line with the motion of the impeller or
the blade of the mixer (angular velocity ω) This is the combination of the irrotational
vortex and the solid body rotation and is termed a Rankine Vortex
uθ =
ωr → r ≤ rcωr2c
r → r > rc
 (2.11)
Green (Green 1995) gives another representation of this equation
uθ(r, θ, z) =
 Γ2πR2 → r ≤ RΓ
2πr → r > R
 (2.12)
The equation from Green is improved upon by Busciglio et al. in there conference paper
on vortex shape prediction (Busciglio, Grisafi, Scargiali & Brucato 2012) where they use
some shadowgraph analysis work on a further model to predict the shape of a vortex by
imaging and averaging these results over time. They propose that as an impeller reaches

















They found that this model was an accurate reflection of the results predicted in equation
2.13, they detailed an algorithm which was able to find specific parameters with some
accuracy. Using the resulting algorithm output, they found that there was a powerful
influence on the impeller type and this simple model worked well for the experiment that
they ran, however, they would not expect the specific model to hold as well as it did in
the cases worked on.
This work drew on the work done by Smit and During in a paper delivered to the European
Congress of Mixing which is along similar paths of though (Smit & During 1991)
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Figure 2.12: Busciglio Vortex Model (Busciglio et al. 2012)
Another essential work in this area is the paper written by Rieger et al. (Rieger, Ditl
& Novak 1979) where they also define several equations and parameters which can be
used to characterise a forced vortex in an unbaffled cylinder. All of these earlier works
of Smit and Reiger feed into the latter applications by Busciglio. Similar vessel geometry
depictions can be seen in each of the writings on the subject
Figure 2.13: Impeller Vessel Geometry from (Rieger et al. 1979)
None of the work studied in the literature review covers the specifics of the application
in the experiment. With specific differences in mind, this means that the fundamental
equations could be built upon to determine an even more precise model, this is not in the
scope of this investigation. There are likely to be fundamental theoretical challenges to
modelling non-newtonian responses in these circumstances.
The key points of difference are:
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 Prior works are focused on low viscosity mediums of known viscosity.
 Authors concentrate on Newtonian liquids
 Test devices are tiny
 Test apparatus consists of unbaffled tanks rather. Equipment under experimenta-
tion has counter-rotation agitation




3.1 Voltage measurement equipment
One of the main methods of measuring voltage in a circuit is using a digital multimeter to
ascertain voltage parameters. Silvey notes several critical parameters in using multimeters
both safety and also the methods by which an operator may take measurements.
A multimeter may have several different types of displays, with the most common being
digital and analogue. It is generally more precise to use an analogue meter although for
high accuracy and resolution this depends on the parameters of the meter (Silvey 2018a)
Using a fluke 28II meter the following process was used to take measurements on the
equipment throughout the experiment. The first step is always to conduct a fist assessment
on the task and put into place control measures to deal with the specific risk
 Selecting the voltage range
 Inserting the Red lead of the meter V jack
 Insert the Black lead into the COM jack
 Touch the Black and red lead in parallel to the desired measurement
 View and note down the reading
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Figure 3.1: Voltage Detection in Fluke 28II (datasheet C.1)
Table 3.1: Electrical parameters for Fluke 28II Digital Multimeter
Range 0.1mV – 1000V
Resolution 6000 counts
Accuracy 0.7% + 4
3.2 Amperage measurement equipment
Detecting current in AC lines can be achieved with a clamp meter. Clamp meters have






A clamp meter such as the Fluke 325 is used to detect the vector sum of the currents of
conductors enclosed by the clamp. In the case of this meter is was necessary to isolate
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each phase to determine the current. Some meters have the option to detect several
phases at once.
Figure 3.2: Fluke 325 RMS clamp meter for AC measurement (datasheet C.2)
3.3 VFD measurement of electrical parameters
An alternative method to using traditional test equipment is to use the inbuilt features
on the variable frequency drive to record these parameters. Variable speed drives of this
nature are widely employed in industry, and their analogue output data is also commonly
used in the industry as both data further to the process and also to control other elements.
These outputs need to be both responsive and accurate. Manufactures quote typical values
for both the input stages and the output stages of their equipment but for this work, it
was imported that these values were verified to match those being saved by the capture
system. Issues of incorrect scaling and other mismatches need to be first eliminated to
ensure that the data is an accurate representation of what is happening on the device.
Wang and Han (Wang & Han 2019) looked at the accuracy of VFD output parameter
signals against the measured parameters via electrical test methods. They found that in
the application under test, that there was a good correlation between tested and reported
values for the key parameters. On the units that they tested against the output voltage
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was the fundamental voltage rather than the total RMS voltage, which may lead to
inaccuracy when calculating power measurement.
3.4 Sound measurement equipment
To record the sound pressure levels within dispersion equipment a suitable device for
taking this measurement needed to be procured. Consideration was first given through
the experimental process that a suitable sensor for this task could be designed, but with
the advent of the additional restrictions, the testing of this sensor was no longer feasible
in the anechoic chamber of the university, so a commercial unit was purchased. Ballou




These are known to have pickup patterns as in figure 3.3
Figure 3.3: Microphone pickup patterns (Ballou 2009)
To focus the sound collection on the tightest point possible a unit of the hyper-carotid
design was selected. The hyper-carotid unit has additional ability to register noise coming
from the rear and the sides of the unit. In attempting to get better low-frequency re-
sponse, the unit has less damping of the overall damping resistance; however, this makes
the microphone susceptible to inertial load and mechanical vibration. To eliminate un-
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wanted mechanical noise, it is necessary to prevent the cartridge from shock and vibration.
(Ballou 2009)
In his work on electroacoustics within a colloidal suspension (O’brien 1990) he contends
that there is as the interaction of sound waves, voltage differences and electrical fields that
can be sensed by the passage of sound waves across a transducer. He proposes a set of
equations, the electroacoustic equations’ that can be used on a macro level to determine
the parameters of pressure, velocity and electric potential within a given suspension. 3











When applying mass conservation to a sample volume and neglecting the product of small
terms




O’Brian sets the final equation in the unknowns to be the derivation of the disturbances
in an oscillating pressure field where ρ and p are the respective variations
iωρ′ = iωχp′ − φ∆ρ∇ · U (3.4)
Further to this O’Brian discusses several more conditions around the solid boundary where
those forces also need to be considered in the electroacoustic conditions at that boundry.
At the time of publication, the phenomenon of sound waves being generated by an electric
field was a relatively recent discovery (Klingbiel, Coll, James & Texter 1992) and the work
that was done was able to show that there was indeed a field that could be detected via
sound pressure level equipment and that this field was not affected by the waves that are
excited by that field. This work was initially done in 1985 a few years before O’Brian
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3.5 Mass measurement equipment
The dispersers in question are on load cells to determine the mass of the entire unit. This
is done with 4 load cells that attach to the floor, and then the entire unit rests on these cells
through the floor. By taking this approach to weighing the vessel, an accurate mass can
be determined that is not coupled to the accuracy of the other metering equipment that
might be involved in the process. This is useful for characterisation of the performance
of other metering technologies as the load measurement equipment can be characterised
in place, and many of the other fluid measurement technologies need to be removed to
external verification. Recent advances in available on-chip compute power, and lower cost
of memory has enabled initial characterisation of items such as flow meters to be installed
into the meter and then in place verifications can be performed against the initial profile
tested in the factory. The typical layout of a dispersion unit that includes all the elements
shown is typical to all the units at differing scales.
(a) Side View (b) Top view
Figure 3.4: General Arrangement of Disperser Load cell C.4
These load cells then terminate to a load cell control device in the programmable logic
controller rack which turns the electrical signals from the load cell in mV/V into data
registers within the programmable logic controller. It is also common to have these units
with conversion devices converting the mV signals into other types such as industrial
communications protocols or commonly 4-20mA
In this case, the load cells (datasheet C.6) are all common and four devices work together
to split the load equally between them. These load cells feed into a block on the pro-
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grammable logic controller which then handles the standard functions of tare, zero, nett
and gross weighing modes.
The calibration of this unit is customarily done on six-monthly intervals with calibrated
weights from a certified company. Typically these units are said to be in calibration if they
measure within 0.2% of their full-scale range. However, these units are higher accuracy
models that have a stated accuracy of ±0.05% as indicated in their datasheet.
3.6 Measurement of machine speeds with contact and non-
contact devices
The instrument selected to determine the rotational speeds involved in each drive element
was a tachometer that was able to do both contact and non-contact measurement. Various
heads have been included in the kit which allows for a variety of applications.
Figure 3.5: SKF TKRT 10 - Digital tachometer




To determine the output frequency in revolutions per minute (RPM) it is necessary to
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choose sensors that can switch on an appropriate frequency to capture all of the pulses
at the maximum device revolution
RPM =
(pulsef inpulse/sec) · (60s/m)
(sensorpulses/revolution)
(3.5)
3.7 Video recording equipment
To record the video of the process, two methods employed fixed and mobile camera units.
A mobile camera, an Apple iPhone was used to take ad-hoc recordings while longer-term
however it was realised that a longer-term solution needed to be found. A camera unit was
sourced and inserted into the process angled in such a way as to provide a good view of
the process. While not everything could be seen the performance of this unit was a great
advantage to getting consistent results. The permanent design involved a powered unit
that sent its signals back over a coaxial cable to a video server unit. This unit performed
three functions
1. Connect to the camera and interface to the video signals
2. Allow that data to be viewed over a webpage for ease of operator and quality team
access
3. Store the captured images in a way that allowed simple retrieval
Figure 3.6: Video Capture Design
This was the final design that was implemented. It allowed for an industrial and robust
solution. Engström et al. (Engstrom & Medbo 1997) describe a similar video capture
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and recording technique when looking to in methods of data collection and analysis using
video recording. They identified that through capturing data and reviewing it back they
were able to derive new empirical data and when combining this information and data
with other techniques like foot-controlled playback or tagging the videos in a way to
make sorting easier. The also noted the additional inclusion of external data sources to
contextualise better the data that has been recorded.
In the case of this work, the data has been recorded to a network datastore and saved
with the following storage structure within the network storage.
[Disperser Number]->[DateStamp]->[TimeStamp_hour]
By saving data in this format, this allows for quick and efficient location of the source files
when coupled with the existing batch information. Times can be accurately maintained.
All videos also include a time/date stamp and an overlay of the equipment that they are
attached to for easy reference. While the quality of this system is not as high, there are
significant advantages to the fixed setup. The principle advantage is the excellent low
light mode of the camera units. While recording in colour can be very useful in a range
of applications, there is little value in this as the target colour is white. Recording in
greyscale enables the low light mode of the camera to work particularly well.
Figure 3.7: Still image taken from fixed camera system design from Figure 3.6
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Note in this image the “doughnut” effect of the rolling dispersion as the vortex is moved
at high speed away from the bland and then reincorporated. The higher viscosity of the




In terms of sustainability, this research and project endeavours to accomplish a twin
purpose. In identifying methods to detect the optimal point in the process, it is hoped
that this can be realised in a lessening overall of the total input energy into the batch
with a consequential lowering of the total demand of the machine over the life-cycle of a
batch
Currently, the method is to run the machine at a setting, take a reference sample after
a fixed time. If the sample did not pass essential quality control metrics parts, of the
process are then repeated. Depending on the nature of the failure, there is also some
form of chemical correction. When following this method, the output sometimes results
in a sub-optimal usage of energy in the batch, which and often represents a doubling of the
energy requirement. If this method were to work, then there would still be a significant
energy input required – around 400kW for 20minutes, but this would not have to be
repeated, just done one time to a predictable standard
Another consideration is that in overdispersion a batch, there is a measurable lowering
of the particle size as the particles grind together as the charge layers collapse. When
this happens, my thesis is that the zeta potential layer forced closer and closer as the
energy state of the particle is changed with additional energy input. When this happens,
this layer collapses to the outer shell of the particle which then either agglomerates into
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lumps or begins to fracture and grind down which increases the total available surface
area on all particles and changes fundamental the formulation of the batch. As with
all reactions, there is an application where a colloid can be in a state that is acceptable
for one part of the process and in a state that is not acceptable for another part of the
process. Where there is an agglomeration of the colloid this is a performance that is not
desired when attempting to produce a colloid that is in suspension. An example of where
this is a behaviour that is expected is where suspended paint products are treated in a
waste treatment process and filtered through a medium.
4.2 Safety
Several things that directly affect safety can be proposed during this study. As with all
field experiments, it was essential to consider aspects of personal safety and also that of
precess safety
4.2.1 Process Safety
As noted by Crowl (Crowl & Louvar 2001) the concept of safety had a strong focus on
worker safety and the reduction of risks to the worker through a variety of methods that
were principally centred around the application of rules and regulations to achieve the
desired outcome. In process safety, there is a similar focus; however, the emphasis shifts
towards the prevention of loss. In the context of a working plant, it is critical that any
works that could interfere with the running of the particular batch need to be carefully
managed. In the case of this work, it became apparent that experimentation should be
limited to water and not to product. The unknown effects of inducing an effect were not
able to be predicted ahead of time. Consideration of the factors around the process safety
as this was the feed-in work that caused a change in direction.
The following factors were considered in relation to process safety.
1. The adjusting of batches that have been an overdispersal is a manual makeup process
that involves creating a millbase extension. Essentially this is a small scale millbase
that is created by hand up to 200L and is a cause of injuries in the plant. Five
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recordable cases have been lodged in 2 years for injuries related to this activity
which has always been caused by a batch being subjected to overdispersion
2. As the batch heats up on overdispersion there is an activation of the chlorides
and electrolytes in the batch which begins to attack the stainless blade. When
this happens, there is a prescribed tank entry that needs to be performed which
endangers personal needing to enter the disperser to replace the blade. If there is
a controlled temperature of the batch within the normal limits, then the activity is
necessarily curtailed and performed at longer frequencies
3. A batch that ends up agglomerating causes the heavy clumped particles to make it
into the output pump, sometimes rupturing the hose and causing significant damage
to the pump and risk to personal both repairing the pump and those involved in
cleaning up While it may be that some of the above are not completely stopped
with a system that can perform as intended, it is hoped that there is a noticeable
and quantifiable change in the safety aspects mentioned
4.2.2 Personal safety
For each activity that was involved in the field testing, there was an extensive risk as-
sessment procedure based on determining the steps involved, categorising the risks and
putting into place a plan to mitigate the risks to a practicable level. The methods for
doing this are located in the Victorian Electrical regulations (Electricity Safety (General)
Regulations 2019)
Worksafe Victoria defines a safe method of working as following a hierarchy of controls.
1. Eliminate the hazards and risks
2. Reduce the risk by substitution, isolation or engineering
3. Use administrative controls
4. Use personal protective equipment
For each of these tasks, a different risk matrix and identification took place to assess the
level of risk. One of the critical elements was determining the accuracy of the variable
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frequency drive parameters so that these numbers could be used in place of physical
testing, which then eliminated the risk.
4.3 Ethics
In general, the ethical considerations of this work fall into two categories
 Should I give this work freely to the employer if it is successful
 Should I share this work with the manufactured
These questions pose an ethical dilemma because although the process described is inside
a workplace that I operate in there has not been any use of company time or resources
in the research, the implementation or in any other way in the course of this study.
This work has been performed off the company property so sharing it back could prove
interesting if there is a material benefit to the company that it not then reciprocated In
sharing this work with the manufacturer of the machines, there is another problem to
consider. I have informed the manufacture of what I am up to, and they are incredibly
interested and assume that I should share this back to them so that they can implement
on other machines. While in principle, this is what will happen; they feel any work done
on the device should belong to them, which is just not the case in this instance. This is a
system well above what they provided. Should I then share it back with no reward when
it makes them millions in increased sales? The ethics of this comes into question over the
commercials if there is a finding that over the thousands of machines that are created a
small saving of energy is a saving of energy for the planet so that we can all benefit.
4.4 Data collection
In order to characterise the performance of the machines the following key data was
recorded from each unit.
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Table 4.1: Disperser Parameters for all dispersers
Machine PP D04 D02 D01 D03/D05
Size (L 2000 2500 5000 7500 10000
Motor Size(kW) 15 90 132 200 250
Shaft Speed(rpm) 170-2600 70-950 55-880 50-700 50-600
Stroke of Shaft (mm) 310 750 750 750 1000
Upper Blade Diameter(mm) 300 550 625 800 900
Lower Blade Diameter (mm) 275 625 700 850 950
Min Liquid Volume (L) 45 385 660 1200 1600
Ideal Volume (L) 75 750 1500 2250 3000
Max Working Volume (L) 200 2500 5000 7500 10000
Full Vessel (L) 225 3400 6950 10200 12500
Each disperser has a general layout as in Appendix C.4
4.4.1 Electrical parameters
Motor name plate data
Motor sizing is as per 4.2 with difference in motor data corosponding to the difference in
volume of each unit. Attached name plate data in Figure 4.1 is from D02.
Figure 4.1: Disperser 114D02 Name plate
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Calculation of tip speed for disperser blades
Calculation of the Tip speed can be made from table 4.2 to gain the the blade size. A
calculation can then be made using the following formula where RPM is the shaft output
speed
v = r · 2π
60
·RPM (4.1)
Calculation of the tip speed of the disperser is a critical parameter. It needs to be
calculated dynamically for each unit based on the diameter of the blade that is installed.
As is possible that a different blade can be installed on a machine, it was crucial that
there was a method of changing this calculation without having to hard code the blade
size. The above formula was implemented in the control system for each disperser with a
set of parameters to control for blade diameter.
Figure 4.2: Tip speed calculation function
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Green elements on the table show the recommended optimal speeds based on manufactures
recommendation with elements in grey showing speeds not recommended
Table 4.2: Tip Speed (m/s)
PP D04 D02 D01 D03/D05
Blade Size (r ) 0.1375 0.3125 0.35 0.425 0.475
Size (L) 200 2500 5000 7500 10000
RPM
100 1.4 3.3 3.7 4.5 5.0
150 2.2 4.9 5.5 6.7 7.5
200 2.9 6.5 7.3 8.9 9.9
250 3.6 8.2 9.2 11.1 12.4
300 4.3 9.8 11.0 13.4 14.9
350 5.0 11.5 12.8 15.6 17.4
400 5.8 13.1 14.7 17.8 19.9
450 6.5 14.7 16.5 20.0 22.4
500 7.2 16.4 18.3 22.3 24.9
550 7.9 18.0 20.2 24.5 27.4
600 8.6 19.6 22.0 26.7 29.8
650 9.4 21.3 23.8 28.9 32.3
700 10.1 22.9 25.7 31.2 34.8
750 10.8 24.5 27.5 33.4 37.3
800 11.5 26.2 29.3 35.6 39.8
850 12.2 27.8 31.2 37.8 42.3
900 13.0 29.5 33.0 40.1 44.8
1000 14.4 32.7 36.7 44.5 49.7
1250 18.0 40.9 45.8 55.6 62.2
1500 21.6 49.1 55.0 66.8 74.6
2000 28.8 65.4 73.3 89.0 99.5
2600 37.4 85.1 95.3 115.7 129.3
3000 43.2 98.2 110.0 133.5 149.2
4000 57.6 130.9 146.6 178.0 199.0
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Collected Batch Data
For a given batch, the following data was collected via the described methods. This data
is presented in several figures. In ?? notable some of the data that is shown in figure B.1






For each of the data collection processes, there was also a stage of mass verification where
known mass was added to the disperser. That mass was checked against the reading of
the load cells. In order of this mass to be of further use, the flow metering was also
checked against this mass reading. Am amount of water was added through a flow meter,
and the results of the mass and the volume of water was correlated. The flow meter was
typically within 0.05% accuracy of the load cells, which is the case for all flow meters in
the process. There are two types of flow meters installed across the process.
 Coriolis Meters
 Magnetic flow meters
Typically the use of Coriolis meters is confined to the measurement of multi-material flow
do to the additional expense of these meters. Due to the need for high accuracy (which
these meters provide in this instance) these meters are also used on the water in the
pilot plant dispersion unit. This method of measurement is also recommended to increase
accuracy over magnetic flow metering (AIChE equipment testing procedure 2014) by the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers.
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4.4.2 Volume estimation from mass data
The volume of the vessel is unknown as the density of the product at a stage is also
an unknown. With additional sensing technology, this can be known to some level of
accuracy and then by using both the mass and the recorded surface level the live density





Where volume has been accurately calculated via a measurement to the product surface
and then using linear slices through the abnormal tank geometry, this process is often
most simply achieved by creating a lookup table either in the control system or in the
instrument of these levels at logical sequence throughout the volume range. Adding in
known mass, reading of a level, and continuing through the conical bottom profile until
the result becomes linear, typically when the sides of the vessel become vertical. This
method of defining a polygon curve depends on the accurate metering of liquid water into
the vessel, which in turn is reliant on the accurate weight measurement. Once this system
was in place, it would be able to check the measurements via primary verification of the
base units. These theoretical values are known for each batch but vary according to raw
material specifications between batches which can also vary. Not all these parameters are
tested for or adjust for in a batch, and this should be implemented in a more advanced
control strategy so specific factors can be controlled. An optimisation is this area form
part of the future work.
4.4.3 Collection of blade height data
Blade height data is now captured through a linear encoder. This type of sensor is
mounted in such a way as to require a high rejection of mechanical interference and the
effects of vibrations. The effects of sizeable mechanical interferences are not the case in
this sensor configuration, and there is a limited amount of mechanical noise that has been
found to work through the mechanical linkages into the sensor output (Lopez, Artes &
Alejandre 2011). Adjusting for this vibration, a time-based filter was put into the output
stage so dampen out the effects of the vibrations that could change the overall reading.
While in this instance, that was not a critical factor, the dampening of mechanical influ-
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ences should be a key design consideration when sensors are coupled to moving machines.
In their work, analysing encoders and vibration, Lopez et al. speak about the loss of
accuracy under different mounting conditions. They suggest that the accuracy is greatly
influenced by dynamic forces in the yaw movements of machine tools and that these errors
can be many times the error of the encoder in question which in turn magnifies the effects
relative to the actual scales that are being measured. Care should be taken when choosing
mounting options and also care in the mechanical vibration coupled to the sensor should
be minimised to get a more favourable accuracy response across the entire sensor range.
Sensor design and integration
In choosing sensors for this application, several different models could work. The key





In the end, a draw wire encoder was selected with a suitable lifecycle of 800,000 rated
cycles and a ¡ 0.15mm repeatability over the 0-5m range which was suited to the applica-
tion.
(a) Draw wire encoder (b) Mechanical Arrangement
Figure 4.3: Selected encoder from datasheet C.8
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With an IP52 rating, there was some protection against dust but very little against
moisture so the mounting of this sensor needed to be inside the machine. The dust
ingress protection of (5) while not the highest rating was suitable with the final mounting
arrangement. It was installed as an incremental encoder which further necessitated a
“home” sensor. Once the sensor was at the home position, the encoder count value could
be set to zero. The encoder would then count pulses in the positive and the negative
direction as it is a quadrature encoder which uses 2 phases to sense the direction of
movement. This count was then scaled to real-world output in mm
Figure 4.4: Height Scale Logic Block
OUT = [((FLOAT (IN) { K1)/(K2{K1)) x (HI_LIM{LO_LIM)] + LO_LIM
The code of this block is simple linear scaling where The values of the constants ”K1”
and ”K2” are determined by the signal state of the BIPOLAR input parameter which in
turn affects the possible range of the integer scaling within the block.
Table 4.3: BIPOLAR input parameter range
K1 -27648 to 27648
K1 0 to 27648
As the blade height could already be changed on the machine hooking this up to the
control system in order to set a height in mm was the critical first step. A method of
varying the height was implemented by introducing some simple logic in the lifting code
in order to take in the mm value of the encoder and then activate the lifting and lowering
mechanism as required by the operator. Some rough hysteresis on this stage was also
added in order to control the blade to only ±50mm of the set value as the nature of
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the lifting hardware did not support careful control at the present moment. Future work
is to add in a frequency-controlled drive to the hydraulic pump so that the drive can
be controlled to a much more accurate height without unduly starting and stopping the
hydraulics which leads to tripping of the electrical control circuit. In order to do this,
the most accurate way is to remove the height control from the open-loop style control in
the logic controller and implement the height control as a closed-loop function within the
drive. In order to integrate this, there would need to be some additional sensing for the
top and the bottom positions; however, there is good tuneability of this method. Without
additional control, the following method was implemented
Figure 4.5: Height Lift/Lower Logic Block
This block controls the lower and raise commands based on the height of the blade. It
takes an input of the blade height in mm, the minimum and maximum heights and then
enables the control based on the operator input, some safety signals and a start command.
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4.4.4 Collection of bowl temperature data
Bowl temperature is collected via a connected PT100 sensor that is installed in the bottom
cone of the machine. Temperature data is important data as the input energy of the
disperser drive is being turned into heat through the process, and this heat must be
controlled for in terms of some warning limits and also some upper alarm limits. This
continuous measurement is a process critical measurement and is treated as such through
the control system. As in the height sensor, a scaling block is used to convert the raw
output of the sensor into engineering units.
Tharwat in his work on Colloids in Paints (Tadros 2011) suggests that colloid suspensions
are segregative affected by extended temperature exposure leading to thermal sintering of
the particles which would begin to draw the particles together in a mass rather than keep
them in suspension. Together with pH, temperature and the maintenance of temperature
to levels below that of the sintering temperature need to be carefully considered.
As the blade height is altered the energy transfer to the medium is also changed. The
optimum condition seems to be where the energy input is minimised, the energy needed
is transferred to the colloid and that all the other parameters remain in balance. While
the analysis in this document focus on using audio data to determine if that is an appro-
priate method of controlling the height of the blade there are also some other methods of
determining cavitation which could be used and could be investigated in further works
4.4.5 Collection of video recording
In order to collect sample video recording, there were two different methods. The first
method was to use the newly installed camera system that has been designed for this
purpose, and the second was to use a mobile device to capture both visual and audio data
at the same time. This second approach was required as the scale unit where the testing
was to be conducted was not part of the main installation of the camera system.
In order to maintain a consistent position of the video capture, a bracket and clamping
mechanism was designed and 3d printed to hold the device in position. With the appro-
priate safety considerations, there was also a requirement that while the testing was in
progress for the safety interlocks of the machine to be overridden so that hopper could
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be open while this was happening. Typically there is a safety interlock that prevents the
machine from running while this is happening. In order to meet the machinery guarding
standards and add some additional protection to this, there was a grate that was designed
and installed so that even if the hatch was open, there was some mechanical protection.
Changing to the guarding was done under engineering management of change process,
and according to the requirement of AS4024 This has now allowed for this change to be
permanent and enable better access and visibility to the process.
Once the visual data had been recorded, it was transferred to PC where the sound was
isolated from the video, and the sample was stored more permanently. For higher fidelity
recording the bracket and clap arrangement also allowed for the handheld audio recorder
to be installed, and both systems were recording data at the same time. There was a
folder structure set up for the saving of this data for further analysis
4.4.6 Storing of collected data
The storage and retention of data in an industrial environment is a critical element to
the success of any modern plant or process. As the requirements to integrate more
sensors, make more logic-based decisions and recall data for analysis become required,
then systems to resolve this data become more and more critical. Several frameworks to
do this in an industrial context have been proposed; however, it is common to have this
level of integration built into a packaged Historian that utilises standard ICT hardware
and database storage solutions.
Grevenitis et al. propose this as a hybrid solution as they look into methods to handle raw
data in an industrial context as they seek out outline methods to leverage as “industrial
platform that exploits features from a Relational Database (RDB) and Triplestore using
the blackboard architectural pattern, ensuring efficient and accurate communication con-
cerning data transfer among software applications and devices” (Grevenitis, Psarommatis,
Reina, Xu, Tourkogiorgis, Milenkovic, Cassina & Kiritsis 2019)
This method of saving data typically has both time stamping, synchronised time clocks,
Long term retention and also methods of retrieving data from the system. This data
retrieval is often the difference between systems with the base layers much the same, only
varying the brand of the database. The team looked into methods of retrieval and also
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integrated into other systems via application-layer interface calls. Not all end-user or lab
equipment has these features built-in, but many have serial interfaces or USB interfaces
that could be brought into such a system. While not in the scope of this work, this is an
active area of further work.
This method of storage is not well suited to the data collected in section ?? and section
4.4.5 as the instruments involved were able to generate flat files that made the handling
of data convenient. The discrete nature of these recordings also suited a flat-file structure
although even these could have been brought into a historian for longer-term archiving.
Future work to integrate industrial hardware into at least the audio recording would




Key parameters were collected from production disperser running production batches.
This data was collected using methods described in section 4 as the data files run many
thousands of rows there it is not practical to reproduce them in this document however
there are included as an accompanying excel file The key recorded parameters for each of
the batches were:
Table 5.1: Experimental Recorded Parameters
Time Height Speed Voltage Current Power Tip Speed Temperature Mass
s mm RPM V A kW m/s ◦C kg
Collection of the data involved included the parameters in Table ?? although there was
also additional parameters that were recorded as well, these represent the key factors.
Additional parameters included rheology data on the medium and pH sample on the
medium. As this was only water, it does not profile any additional information at this
time but will be critical to collect in further works
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5.1 Chapter Overview
The collection process for the process data revolved around being able to extract running
data from the machine inverters. As found the machine received command speed data
from the 4-20mA input on the drive but to gather additional parameters it was necessary
to convert the drive unit to communicate over a communications bus. This decision was
made as to the controller already supported the Profibus DP communications standard,
and the card to communicate over this protocol was available to the drive with the addition
of an additional module. Profibus is defined in the OSI reference model as layer 7, or
application layer protocol. It is common in the automation industry although and it relies
on an RS485 topology. This topology, in turn, relies on a two-wire transmission system
which is cost-effective to install.
In order to collect the data, four main items of configuration needed to be done
1. The programable controller needed to be configured to act as a Profinet master
2. The variable speed drives for each system (6) needed to be assigned a place on the
Profibus network as slaves to the master controller
3. The cable needed to be run and necessary communications needed to be established
4. The drive needed to be commissioned to run on the Profinet control
After doing this, each drive needed to have a set of operating control instruction written
in order both read and write the data from the inverter to the controller. Once the data
was in the controller, it needed to be then mapped as a data register to a location where
the method of data saving was employed to created time-stamped records of the critical
parameters described in this section. Once this method of sending and receiving data was
established the existing methods of controlling the drive were able to de decommissioned,
and the communications over Profibus were used instead. This enabled more accurate
control of the speed of the drive as the closed-loop speed control of the drive was able
to be implemented and rather than sending a frequency reference over a 4-20mA line the
command was now for a desired drive output RPM.
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Figure 5.1: ABB Profibus Telegram
A function block mapping the data was developed according to the ABB reference manual
(not included as an appendix). This data was pushed through to the SQL server that was
acting as the historical data store, and this data was saved
5.2 Data Collection Results
Data collection for key parameters:
Table 5.2: Batch Data Collected
Batch Number Collection Start Time Collection Stop Time Samples Collected
Sample Bach 1 12/05/2020 16:38 12/05/2020 18:05 1064
Sample Bach 2 15/05/2020 10:04 15/05/2020 13:59 1412
Sample Bach 3 13/05/2020 14:15 13/05/2020 18:08 1392
Sample Bach 4 12/05/2020 06:12 12/05/2020 12:24 2232
This data collection represents Experimental data from 4 of the same batches in the same
disperser. It includes measurement techniques described in 4 including the collection
of electrical parameters and process parameters. Corresponding Sound data was not
collected with these batches but was collected with the equivalent runs on the scaled
disperser. This was mainly due to the reason that the powder inside the disperser was
not able to be isolated from the commercial-grade recording equipment that was in use
to sample the audio response. This is part of the further work to device a sensor package
to safety integrate into this environment to record these audio responses
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These batch parameters were graphed by processing the data with python with code for
this in Appendix ??. Python was chosen as the language that was most familiar, and
MATLAB was not available on the machine in use.
Figure 5.2: Sample Batch 1
Example batch 1 shows several artefacts of operators opening the safety circuits to in-
vestigate the status of the batch. This process was able to be changed so that there was
available a button on the SCADA to view a live feed from inside the unit although at the
time of these captures this was not active
Figure 5.3: Sample Batch 2
Example batch 2 show the effect of vibration and sensor issues on the height measurement.
This height measurement is one of the reasons that the integration of height control was
so important. The disperser in this instance was settled down the bottom of the mixer,
right on the 0 points and with a poorly calibrated 0 point, it was possible for the data to
”rollover” negative. This was corrected in the final code but was a source of error when
measuring the height of the blade inside of the unit.
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Figure 5.4: Sample Batch 3
Sample batch 3 shows elements of sensor instability on the height measurement but also
reflects a complete batch with fewer interruptions.
Figure 5.5: Sample Batch 4
Sample batch 4 shows elements of sensor instability on the height measurement but also
reflects a complete batch with fewer interruptions. These fewer interruptions are critical
in reducing the overall time the unit is occupied. The unit is occupied means that it is
unavailable to receive a batch. Higher availability is equal to more batch’s / unit time
increasing the value of the asset
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5.3 Data collection in Scaled Unit
The collection of Audio data resulted in the following waveform graphs. What these
graphs show is that as the disperser creates the initial vortex, there is a marked audio
phenomenon that occurs at the initial lead up to vortex creation. Then there are some
markers to indicate collapse and reformation of the overall vortex. As the testing sample
was water and low viscosity, this is a far less pronounced, but still measurable effect.
What is also seen is that once the vortex is formed and the height reaches a particular
level, there is a normalisation of the wave pattern.
Figure (b) of ?? shows two runs at 50kg with some stop time in the middle portion. As
the height of the medium decreases, there is less of a tendency of the vortex to create
an aggressive sound that is obvious to waveform analysis. There is also the issue of low
volume batch drawing additional air into the mixture and creation aeration or foaming.
This foaming is the entrapment of air inside of the colloid. There is a counterpoint to
addressing foaming in a mechanical sense. Reducing the size of the vortex, reducing the
agitator speed or having mechanical recirculation are all ways in which foaming can be
reduced. Due to the nature of the process demanding a high agitation speed and also a
high energy transfer from the mechanical drive to the mix chemical defoaming is used to
reduce the likelihood of air trapped within the mixture then inhibiting a stable colloid
formation. The voids formed by entrained air, the inability of particular chemicals to
correctly bind into their desired structures and increased volume are all undesirable traits
of a foamed mixture. In the video-based analysis, this was much more common at lower
batch volumes.
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(a) 0kg (b) 50kg
(c) 100kg (d) 120kg
(e) 150kg (f) 200kg
Figure 5.6: Waveforms for sampled data at various weights
Another method of analysing the waveform is to import the data into an audio processing
program using the open-source software Audacity and isolate a small segment of concern.
In this case, we have isolated out from figure 5.8 a small segment that represents the
formation of the wave, as shown in figure 5.9. As the initial energy is transferred into
the medium, the vortex begins to be created, and this is reflected in the resultant audio
response.
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(a) 0kg (b) 50kg
Figure 5.7: Data cut from main 200kg Sample
Figure 5.8: Sample from 200kg with vortex formation from 4s
In this figure, the vortex is almost fully formed and as it is formed and as it reaches full
formation, the air drawn down towards the blade is heard.
Figure 5.9: Formation of Vortex at 15s
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5.3.1 Additional reprocessing
There were a few additional steps required to turn the raw capture into useful information
for analysis, in order to rotate the video that what shot the open-source FFmpeg tool is
used to create a 90◦ transformation of the original video.
ffmpeg -i 200kg_run.MOV -vf "transpose=2" output.mov
In order to take still images from the video files, it is necessary to create a time-stamp
overlay on the recorded video. This time-stamp is then used to isolate frames of interest.
To insert this overlay, a small program was created to insert as an overlay the video time-
stamp. Having this overlay is not typically available in videos created on a mobile device
but is often an option for visual material created on the production system that has been
installed










6.2 Analysis of recorded results
6.2.1 Motor Current Results
The calculations of volume and in the case of using water with ρ1.00 means that the
volume calculation and the mass and the height of the blade are all in correlation. As
the blade height raises the current consumed by the drive lessens. Consequently, this
increases the efficiency of the energy transfer into the medium. One the vortex if formed
then it takes less current to maintain the vortex as the blade goes up for a given shaft
speed. There is a point where the blade is then the height begins to work against the
liquid by drawing into much air and creating foaming. Tandros notes this issue of foaming
and suggests several specific corrective responses. (Tadros 2011).
The observed lowering of the current happened across the range of the recorded batch
weights. While this is a somewhat logical conclusion as the mass above the blade rises,
then there is less mass that falls back down onto the blade. This observation is something
that is also shown more pronounced when the viscosity of the product is higher. With
higher viscosity products, there is more inherent friction that restricts the rotation of the
blade and in turn, causes the driving engine to input more energy to maintain the same
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rotational speed.
To use the output of the measurements from the drive unit to the operator panel, then
the processes in chapter 3 where used. These were found to be accurate, and this means
that the measurement of voltage, current and the output power of the drive unit was able
to be derived from the operational unit. To do this, some additional logic was required
to bring this information into the controller and then, in turn, to display it on the screen.
Using the data storage techniques described in section 4.4 then this data was able to
be stored for future retrieval without having to note down individual measurements in
order for this data to be useful there needed to accurate time synchronisation across the
devices using the Network Time Protocol, specifically V4 of this protocol described in
RFC 5905 (Millsr, Burbank, Kasch & Martin 2010). Using a synchronised time source
enables the times to be synchronised across the network to a central server and then for
all the internal device clocks to be within some small fraction of time to each other. This
is a well-known problem in the automation world where events need to be analysed, and
the time of the base machine is slightly different from the time of the event in question.
Where it is possible using a synchronised time source can significantly assist in fault
finding and general use of machines while not relying on human interaction to account
for devices such as the change to daylight savings time.
The power output of the variable frequency drive was noted to vary in a manner that
was related to the load that it was subjected to in the process. Due to the method of
speed control within the variable frequency drive, the internal algorithms of the unit are
attempting to control the speed to that which I requested by the operator. An example
is if the motor was requested to run at 1000 RPM, the internal PID controller would
attempt to hold to this with a low degree of shift. Depending on the application and the
inertia of the connected load this can be a very rigid coupling where the connected load
parameters are not changing or this can be a highly dynamic load which requires a lot
of drive side calculation. Several modes exist inside variable frequency drive units that
provide features to match the load to the drive output and call on specific methods of
control. As this load is dynamic, and as it also requires fine control of the output speed,
then this drive also employs control techniques to suit. Correlating the shaft speed data
as collected in chapter 4.4 as part of the data collection, we could see an oscillation of
this output speed that was coupled to the level of the liquid. As the level rose, there
was more opportunity for the vortex to collapse where there were low viscosity mediums
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and this mass of product falling back onto the blade caused an additional force to be
transmitted back through the shaft and belt arrangement to the motor which in turn
caused the current to elevate as the control algorithms attempted to regain control of the
speed. This process is less evident in loads with higher viscosity however the nature of
the blades throwing product to the disperser walls and the interplay of vortices result in
more load fluctuation and therefore a difference in power, both delivered to the medium
and also consumed by the drive
6.2.2 Theoretical vortex size vs observed via video
Calculation of the size of the vortex can be made. By simplifying the vortex into a free
vortex calculation
The calculation of the size of the vortex can be made by using the following basic equation.
This equation does not consider all the additional dynamic and kinematic properties of





Taking the following constants from the physical size of the bowl and the parameters of
the unit, we end up with the following height Z constant: 0.411mm . For disperser speed










 R = 0.197m
This figure of 0.197m as the radius of the forced vortex can be seen visually as this is
around the size that is determined.
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Figure 6.1: Visual measurement of vortex size
This measurement could be taken more accurately in a production unit as the shape of
the opening of the vortex is more defined, and there is more excellent contrast available.
The additional advantage is that in a production unit is also mounted in a more vertical
location, so the profile is more distinct.
6.3 Recorded Audio
The analysis of the recorded audio shows a small detectable set of features in the audio
sample that is visible on a waveform and on a spectrograph that corresponds to a change
in speed parameters. Testing was no able to determine a change in parameters based
on heigh from a study of the waveform and spectrograph analysis; however, this was
present when listening to the process. It is predicted that this sound was happening in a
range where the response of the audio capture devices was not well-tuned to sample this
information. The sound could be best described as a “dull roar”, and this is no present
at all to the levels expected in the video capture audio and to some extent in the capture
with the dedicated audio capture device.
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Figure 6.2: Collected Audio Data Start → 500rpm
In this plot, we can see the initial formation of the vortex. There is a period of buildup,
then then as the formation stabilizes this transitions into a response that can be both seen
in the graphs and also picked up on the audio recording hardware. It is this transition
that it is hoped that a control strategy could be built on to create a control strategy
where this could be detected by hardware that was being used on the test. Another area
in which the collection of data could be improved would be starting and stopping the unit
multiple times to confirm that the test recordings were repeatable. At the moment, the
readings are based on a change in speed, but this is not giving the level of granularity
that is required in this investigation. No specific conclusion about the repeatability can be
drawn from the data that has been collected so far, and further data needs to be collected
under the same conditions to validate these conclusions Considering the data collected
there is an inflection point in the recordings where the speed changes its audio response.
This is obvious to the human ear when starting from nothing but is much more limited,
although still detectable in the audio.
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Figure 6.3: Collected Audio Data 700rpm → 800rpm
This specific capture is from the same series as other figures and represents a change in
the speed setpoint for the VFD. The step-change here is 100 RPM from 700 RPM to 800
RPM.
Figure 6.4: Collected Audio Data 800rpm → 900rpm
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A further step change on the variable frequency drive is between 800 RPM and 900 RPM.
This is much less noticeable on either the recording or the sound extracted from the
video equipment as the vortex is already well-formed at the point. A better way to have
tested this would be to have started from a standing start and increased from 0 RPM →
900 RPM or some other speed and see the individual response and time permitting this
additional data will be captured in the coming few weeks although it does not yet exist.
Changes in the height for fixed speed batches could also be seen to exhibit an audio
response. On the 150kg batch run the speed was fixed at 1000 RPM, and the changes in
height can be seen in their initial phases. It is doubtful that on water batches that this
change in heigh could be isolated out enough to predict the height of the blade from this
data.
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Figure 6.5: 150kg Batch - Initial Vortex Formation
In this figure, we can see the initial formation of the vortex with a 150kg batch, and
this is similar to the data that we can see in the formation of the 200kg batch in shape
and response. What this shows is that above a particular volume where the blade is
sufficiently covered then this can be detected at least in part. If we look to a longer view
we can see the step changed in height on the same 150kg batch. The height was stepped
from 0mm → 10mm → 20mm and these changes are also visible.
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Figure 6.6: 150kg Batch - 10mm → 20mm Step Change
In the corresponding 100kg batch, there is also a change visible in the video analysis, and
this can also be picked up in the audio data.
Figure 6.7: 100kg Batch - 10mm → 20mm Step Change
When we get to the 50kg samples, the upper blade height was two close to the surface, a
turbulent region was still observed, but this was not to the same level. Any vortices that
were formed by the bottom blade were audible, but there is not a significant response,
and as the blade lifts higher then this response dissolves into pure noise with nothing
evident in the wave plot.
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Figure 6.8: 50kg Batch - 10mm → 20mm Step Change
The overall conclusion to be drawn is that using water as a medium there is a response
that can be measured on consumer-grade equipment so it could be reasonably assumed
that a more appropriate setup would achieve an even better response. It is difficult to
cancel out the signals that are undesirable as this would require an array of microphones
detecting the ambient noise in the unit that was in phase but not related to the more
targeted audio. If this was possible these signals could be subtracted from the primary
signal although this does depend on the precisely phased to be of any use as a cancellation
source.
6.4 Discussion of results
The results gathered present that there is a point in the collected audio data that indicates
when correlated with the captured video to the formation of the vortex and changes in
speed. This effect becomes less noticeable where there is already high speed of rotation,
and there are step changes between speeds. The best vortex was formed with the most
significant volume and lower speeds, as the speed became closer to the recommended tip
speeds then the resultant turbulence of the sub vortices as they contacted the boundary
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layer of the bowl extremities became such that the vortex was likely to collapse in on
itself or that small sections of the wall would collapse. There is then some changes
the overall efficiency of the process; however, higher viscosity batches with appropriate
rheology exhibit different wall geometries. The principle difference in these geometries is
that with water, the vortex behaves more like a free vortex to an extent where the shape
of the surface is closely related to a free vortex. Compare this with the rolling doughnut
shape required to achieve optimal dispersion, and the two are quite a different with far
more internal friction and a larger “ripping” sound as the blade separates the static layers
between the polymer chains.
(a) Lab Mixer (b) Production Mixer
Figure 6.9: Rolling Doughnut effect
Directionally in a production batch, there was too much interference with particulate
matter that was not captured by the dust extraction system to introduce the grade of
audio collection devices that were sed and this could be rectified by choosing a sensor
technology more suitable to the task. Raising the blade in this time on other size batches
is also noticeable to some small extent but not as much as on lager batches that cover
the blade more fully. Between 100kg → 200kg this effect was able to been seen in plotted
information
It is critically important that for an accurate prediction to be made that the rheology
of the medium is more like a colloid then is currently the case with the sample medium.
As this is not the case, the vortex that is created is not exhibiting the behaviours that
would ultimately need to be tested. What can be noticed from this is a shortcoming
of the testing method, but it also in line with the statements in chapter ?? on process
safety. When performing tests of this nature in a running plant, the safety aspect of what
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is being tested but always be taken into consideration. Any experimentation with blade,
height or speed parameters may have an unintended consequence on the final product as
the final product has been formulated to precise and careful tolerances. With warranty
periods for paint products exceeding 20 years, the tolerance for risk outside of the normal
process parameters is very low. The working trade capital that is tied up in batches that
have had process excursions outside the typical limits is significant. Considering that the
cost of the materials was also a limitation of what was done. With the ramping up of
production to meet demand over the COVID-19 period, there was a large shortage of
raw materials from overseas suppliers that were not anticipated. What this led to was
a reduction in the process safety requirements of the experimentation as there was not
an excess capacity of materials to remedy process deviations as there would typically
be. Consequently, a scaling back of the production experiments was required to maintain
business continuity. The lack of raw materials was also compounded by high production
demands on machinery and the change over time of machines was radically shortened to
meet demand which allowed for far less time for experimentation that would again be
ordinarily possible.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Work
7.1 Conclusions
The following objectives have been addressed:
Litrature Review Chapter 2 presented a literature review on subjects related core parts
of this topic. It showed that there were several approaches to some of the topics
covered but also identified that much of the work done had not been done on the
specifics of using alternate sensor technology to detect a vortex within a paint mak-
ing process
Overview of Experiment design Chapters 4, 3 and 5 Present an outline of the ex-
periment design, the equipment selections that went into the work and how some
of those measurements were validated. Many pieces of equipment were available
on the market to do the measurements; however, the ever real constrains of using
what available always comes into play. In the end, additional equipment to measure
sound pressure level, and some consumer audio recording equipment was purchased.
One of the key learnings out of the experiments was that the team wanted to retain
and extend on the video recording, so a full commercial camera implementation
had to be embarked on and installed considerable consuming time There was also
a change to the control systems made to enable data to be collected. This involved
the upgrade to the disperser drives to closed-loop control and the extraction of drive
data parameters over a communications network. The variable speed drives were
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upgraded from an open loop, 4-20mA control to closed-loop RPM control.
Data Presentation Chapter 6 covers the data gathered, some of the audio capture work
that was done and presents some analysis on the data.
7.2 Further Work
The possibility of further work to be done centres around better methods of recording
audio in an industrial environment. Methods of capture that could exist are ones that
can capture the relevant data but are also able to be cleaned or be impervious to the
ingress of both fluids and dust. There were some initial thoughts in the design process
that non-industrially rated equipment could be used in the gathering of the data at least,
but this was a mistaken assumption.
To integrate an industrial solution, there needs to be a design phase where the sensor
and any controlling hardware is suitably tested in a variety of conditions to prove its base
efficacy before anything further is done. Then each sensor would need to be tuned into
the end target with some specific test batches of known viscosity and with know rheology
profiles. Without this, it would be hard to be able to detect more generically as baseline
performance needs to be established in the first instance
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Title Acoustic measurement methods in forced flow vortex disper-
sion within a paint manufacturing process
Major Electrical Engineering
Supervisor Mark Norman
Enrolment ENG4111 – EXT S1, 2020ENG4112 – EXT S2 2020
Project Aim To investigate a relationship between the response of a paint
precursor in order to determine if a suitable control strategy
can be implemented to minimize energy input
80
PROGRAM:
1. Research background information into forced vortex creation
2. Research industrial audio capture techniques and signal processing
3. Research industrial video capture techniques
4. Design a field measurement program to determine different audio responses to forced
vortex creation within a scaled vessel. Collect audio, video, energy input, blade
speed and other key parameters using water as a medium.
5. Collect field measurements as in point 4 with a basic slurry as the medium and test
for correlation across a range of different viscosity’s
6. Design a method to measure vortex within a sealed vessel and integrate that with
the audio data collected. This is to determine if there is any measurable effect that
can be used to be implemented in a control strategy
7. Design a field experiment that scales the to see if any relationships discovered are
applicable to larger batch sizes in production assets
IF TIME AND RESOURCES PERMIT:
8. Design a control strategy to automate the vortex size based on findings
9. Design a permanent audio sensor package to integrate into production machinery
10. Create a sample audio package for integration
Appendix B
Source Code
B.1 Display an output of the time-domain
# Set the l o c a t i o n o f the f i l e to load in
f i l e p a t h = ”D:\\Temp\\ audio \\50 kg run . wav”
import l i b r o s a
import l i b r o s a . d i s p l a y
from matp lo t l i b import pyplot as p l t
import s c ipy
import numpy as np
from s c ipy . f f t p a c k import f f t
from s c ipy . i o import w a v f i l e as wav
# Import the l i b a r y to sample the sound f i l e
samples , sampl ing ra te = l i b r o s a . load ( f i l e p a t h , s r= None , mono = True
# Check the l e n g t h o f the f i l e
len ( samples ) , sampl ing ra te
dura t i on o f sound = len ( samples )/ sampl ing ra te
print ( durat ion o f sound , ” seconds ” )
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p l t . f i g u r e ( )
l i b r o s a . d i s p l a y . waveplot ( y = samples , s r = sampl ing ra te )
p l t . x l a b e l ( ”Time ( seconds ) ===> ” )
p l t . y l a b e l ( ”Amplitude” )
p l t . show ( )
Figure B.1: Example Plot - Time Domain
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B.2 FFT of Signal
# FFT o f S i g n a l
#read in the f i l e
s r a t e , s i g n a l = wav . read ( ”D:\\Temp\\ audio \\50 kg run . wav” )
samples = s i g n a l . shape [ 0 ]
print ( samples )
# Data on both channe l s
f f t d a t a = sc ipy . f f t p a c k . f f t ( s i g n a l )
f f t a b s = abs ( f f t d a t a )
f r e q d a t a = sc ipy . f f t p a c k . f f t f r e q ( samples , 1/ s r a t e )
# Set up p l o t
p l t . xl im ( [ 1 0 , sampl ing ra te / 2 ] )
p l t . x s c a l e ( ’ l og ’ )
p l t . y s c a l e ( ’ l i n e a r ’ )
p l t . g r i d ( True )
p l t . x l a b e l ( ’ Frequency (Hz) ’ )
# Show the Plo t
p l t . p l o t ( f r e q d a t a [ : int ( f r e q d a t a . s i z e / 2 ) ] , f f t a b s [ : int ( f r e q d a t a . s i z
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Figure B.2: Example Plot - Frequency Domain
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B.3 Generate Spectrograph of Signal
# Generate Spectrograph o f S i g n a l
# Import Libs
import numpy as np
import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
import l i b r o s a
import l i b r o s a . d i s p l a y
# Bring in data and time in format ion from f i l e
y , s r = l i b r o s a . load ( f i l e p a t h )
S f u l l , phase = l i b r o s a . magphase ( l i b r o s a . s t f t ( y ) )
idx = s l i c e (* l i b r o s a . t ime to f rames ( [ 0 , 1 5 ] , s r=s r ) )
f i g , ax = p l t . subp lo t s ( )
img = l i b r o s a . d i s p l a y . specshow ( l i b r o s a . ampl i tude to db ( S f u l l [ : , idx ] ,
y a x i s=’ l og ’ , x a x i s=’ time ’ , s r=sr , ax=ax )
f i g . c o l o rba r ( img , ax=ax )
Figure B.3: Example Plot - Spectrograph
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B.4 Generate 2 Axis Plots from Datafile
# Generate P l o t s from D a t a f i l e
import p l o t l y . g raph ob j e c t s as go
from p l o t l y . subp lo t s import make subplots
import pandas as pd
df = pd . r ead c sv ( ’D:\\Temp\\D i s e r t a t i o n \\DATA\\ sampleBatch1 . csv ’ )
# Create f i g u r e wi th secondary y=a x i s
f i g = make subplots ( spec s =[ [{ ” secondary y ” : True } ] ] )
# Add t r a c e s
f i g . add trace (
go . Sca t t e r ( x=df [ ’ time ’ ] , y=df [ ’ power ’ ] , name=”Power” ) ,
secondary y=False ,
)
f i g . add trace (
go . Sca t t e r ( x=df [ ’ time ’ ] , y=df [ ’ speed ’ ] , name=”RPM” ) ,
secondary y=True ,
)
f i g . add trace (
go . Sca t t e r ( x=df [ ’ time ’ ] , y=df [ ’ t i p speed ’ ] , name=”Tip Speed” ) ,
secondary y=True ,
)
# Add f i g u r e t i t l e
f i g . update layout (
t i t l e t e x t=”Power vs Tip Speed vs Tip Speed”
)
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# Set x=a x i s t i t l e
f i g . update xaxes ( t i t l e t e x t=”Time” )
# Set y=axes t i t l e s
f i g . update yaxes ( t i t l e t e x t=”<b>Disperser</b> Power” , secondary y=Fals
f i g . update yaxes ( t i t l e t e x t=”<b>Disperser</b> RPM” , secondary y=True )
f i g . update yaxes ( t i t l e t e x t=”<b>Disperser</b> Tip Speed” , secondary y=
f i g . update xaxes ( s h o w t i c k l a b e l s=False )
f i g . show ( )
Figure B.4: Example Plot - 2 Axis
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B.5 Generate multi Axis Plots from Datafile
# Generate mul t i Axis graph from soure f i l e
import p l o t l y . g raph ob j e c t s as go
import pandas as pd
# Create dataframe
df = pd . r ead c sv ( ’D:\\Temp\\D i s e r t a t i o n \\DATA\\ sampleBatch1 . csv ’ )
# Setup Figure
f i g = go . Figure ( )
# Add t r a c e s or l i n e s to the p l o t
f i g . add trace ( go . Sca t t e r (
x=df [ ’ time ’ ] ,
y=df [ ’ mass ’ ] ,
name=”Mass”
) )
f i g . add trace ( go . Sca t t e r (
x=df [ ’ time ’ ] ,




f i g . add trace ( go . Sca t t e r (
x=df [ ’ time ’ ] ,
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f i g . add trace ( go . Sca t t e r (
x=df [ ’ time ’ ] ,




f i g . add trace ( go . Sca t t e r (
x=df [ ’ time ’ ] ,




# Create a x i s o b j e c t s
f i g . update layout (
xax i s=dict (
domain =[0 .2 , . 8 ]
) ,
yax i s=dict (
t i t l e=”Mass” ,
t i t l e f o n t=dict (
c o l o r=”#1f77b4 ”
) ,
t i c k f o n t=dict (
c o l o r=”#1f77b4 ”
)
) ,
yax i s2=dict (
t i t l e=”Power” ,
t i t l e f o n t=dict (
c o l o r=”#f f 7 f 0 e ”
) ,
t i c k f o n t=dict (
c o l o r=”#f f 7 f 0 e ”
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) ,
anchor=” f r e e ” ,
ove r l ay ing=”y” ,
s i d e=” l e f t ” ,
p o s i t i o n =0.05
) ,
yax i s3=dict (
t i t l e=”RPM” ,
t i t l e f o n t=dict (
c o l o r=”#d62728”
) ,
t i c k f o n t=dict (
c o l o r=”#d62728”
) ,
anchor=”x” ,
ove r l ay ing=”y” ,
s i d e=” r i g h t ”
) ,
yax i s4=dict (
t i t l e=”Tip Speed” ,
t i t l e f o n t=dict (
c o l o r=”#9467bd”
) ,
t i c k f o n t=dict (
c o l o r=”#9467bd”
) ,
anchor=” f r e e ” ,
ove r l ay ing=”y” ,
s i d e=” r i g h t ” ,
p o s i t i o n =0.87
) ,
yax i s5=dict (
t i t l e=” Height ” ,
anchor=” f r e e ” ,
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ove r l ay ing=”y” ,
s i d e=” r i g h t ” ,
p o s i t i o n =.95
)
)
# Update l a y o u t p r o p e r t i e s
f i g . update xaxes ( s h o w t i c k l a b e l s=False )
#f i g . u p d a t e l a y o u t ( showlegend=False )
f i g . update layout (
t i t l e t e x t=”Example Batch 1” ,
t i t l e x = 0 . 5 ,
width =1000 ,
)
f i g . show ( )
Figure B.5: Example Plot - Multi Axis
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# S c r i p t to merge toge the r Videos
# Get f i l e s
$ f i l e A r r a y = New=Object Systems . C o l l e c t i o n s . ArrayList
$ f i l e s = Get=ch i l d i t em * .mvk
$ f i l e c o u n t = $ i tems . Count
$ i =0
$ffmpegCmd = ””
fo r each ( $ f i l e in $ f i l e s ) {
$ i++
$ffmpegCmd += ” ffmpeg = i ’ ( $ f i l e s .Name) ’ =f mpegts =c copy f i l e
$ f i l e A r r a y . Add(” f i l e =0$ i . mpeg . t s ”)
}







Hydraulics and control desk
 
    
     
   
   
   
   
     
   
  




   
  
     











M A S C H I N E N  A B R I K
3 dz z  u h n
Projekt ADV 000-122 FU - 90 kW
Schu zve me k SO 60 6 bea hte




























elektricity: 3AC 415V 50Hz
250 A, 4x185mm  (to switchboard) 
 
compressed air: 6 bar
  
ch lled water: 3,5 bar
 
protective system:




















































Machine, without container 3000 kgs 
Container, without paint 1150 kgs
 
Total weight, without paint - 4150 kgs (static).
 
The dynamic force is the weight x 1,25
          
 
     
            
 
         
      
 
      
 
       
       
 
 
      























































































      
          
       
               
              
 
    













tem QTY Name Size D N
N1 1 flange  powder addition port 10" (250) ANSI  RF 150 b/sq n
N2 1 camera clean ng  special
N3 1 flange  vent / dust extract on 4" (100) ANSI  RF 150 b/sq n
N4 1 light glass / camera  special
N5 1 sight glass 200 special
N6 1 f ll ng funnel 810x365 special
N7 1 hight level switch 1" (25)  
N8 1 flange  l qu ds n et 1 3" (75) ANSI  RF 150 b/sq n
N9 1 flange  l qu ds n et 2 (spare) 2  (50) ANSI  RF 150 b/sq n
N11 2 ntermed ate cleaning special
N12 2 f nal cleaning lance special
N13 1 flange  out et reduct on DN150 t  DN100 special
N 4 1 temperaturemeasuring special
N15 2 flange  cooling water nlet 2" (50) ANSI  RF 150 b/sq n
N16 2 flange  coo ing water outlet 2" (50) ANSI  RF 150 b/sq n
N17 1 flange  sample valve 1  (25) special













































































Figure C.4: General Disperser Layout for a production disperser




